Cell Division in genus *Corynebacterium*: protein-protein interaction and molecular docking of SepF and FtsZ in the understanding of cytokinesis in pathogenic species
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ABSTRACT

The genus *Corynebacterium* includes species of great importance in medical, veterinary and biotechnological fields. The genus-specific families (PLfams) from PATRIC have been used to observe conserved proteins associated to all species. Our results showed a large number of conserved proteins that are associated with the cellular division process. Was not observe in our results other proteins like FtsA and ZapA that interact with FtsZ. Our findings point that SepF overlaps the function of this proteins explored by molecular docking, protein-protein interaction and sequence analysis. Transcriptomic analysis showed that these two (Sepf and FtsZ) proteins can be expressed in different conditions together. The work presents novelties on molecules participating in the cell division event, from the interaction of FtsZ and SepF, as new therapeutic targets.
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INTRODUCTION

Being currently an important case of public health, pathogenic bacteria are increasingly becoming more and more capable to resisting antibiotics and continue to causing several types of diseases (Fair and Tor 2014, Godziszewska et al. 2016, Doi et al. 2017). New studies aiming to identify potential molecules capable of serving as drug targets have been promising, since they may present new measures in the struggle against infection by these microorganisms. Some of them, as the Corynebacterium genus that includes species of great medical, veterinary and biotechnological importance, and is highly diversified (Dorella et al. 2006), has some specific pathogenic species that are targets of many different studies, for example *C. pseudotuberculosis*, *C. Diphtheria* and *C. ulcerans*. Some works aim to stop the manifestation
of diseases brought by these microorganisms infections (Ott et al. 2010). However, what more enlightening to stop the spread of microorganisms in an infection? Cell division. The cell division process also known as divisome in bacteria of Corynebacterium genus is performed by a complex macromolecular machinery containing more than ten specific and conserved proteins (Donovan and Bramkamp 2014).

Some works about bacterial cell division suggest that the divisome assembly requires the cooperative recruitment of cell division proteins and that this assembly is initiated by the highly conserved Tubulin Homolog FtsZ (Bi and Lutkenhaus 1991a). This stage is proposed to be divided in two steps; (I) Firstly, the early divisome components are responsible for the polymerization of FtsZ into single stranded protofilaments and, (II) secondly, by the late divisome components, which help in the lateral interaction between the protofilaments, forming stable bundles. Some works (Anderson et al. 2004) have observed that FtsZ is presented in a dynamic way, where it is able to interact with many cytosolic molecules. However, in order to the divisome assembly occurs, it is proposed that the Z-ring must be performed in an exact time and to be placed at the moment of the cell division (Donovan and Bramkamp 2014). The aim of this work is to explore the information regarding the identification of the proteins that are present in Corynebacterium species and are directly related to the divisome of bacterial cells.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Due to the broad spectrum of infections in both humans and animals and evolutionary factor between the three species previously described, this work used the C. pseudotuberculosis sequences as reference.

SEQUENCE ANALYSIS

The database PATRIC (Davis et al. 2016) is the Bacterial Bioinformatics Resource Center, an information system designed to support the biomedical research community’s work on bacterial infections, was used to observe conserved protein family from species. It was done by access the Protein Family Sorter (PFS) tool, which enables to examine the distribution of specific protein families, known as FIGfams, across different genomes. In order to observe the region and how the gene sequences of these proteins are disposed in the genome, the Proteomic Comparison (Overbeek et al. 2014) was used, a tool of protein sequence-based comparison that use bi-directional BLASTP. The annotation of all available bacterial genomes were done by RAST (Aziz et al. 2008) (Rapid Annotation using Subsystems Technology) system. The protein sequence and functional information were also available by access the UniProt knowledgebase (Apweiler et al. 2014) stable, comprehensive, fully classified, richly and accurately annotated protein sequence knowledgebase, with extensive cross-references and querying interfaces. UniProt is comprised of four major components, each optimized for different uses: the UniProt Archive, the UniProt Knowledgebase, the UniProt Reference Clusters and the UniProt Metagenomic and Environmental Sequence Database. A key development at UniProt is the provision of complete, reference and representative proteomes. UniProt is updated and distributed every 4 weeks and can be accessed online for searches or download at http://www.uniprot.org. © The Author(s).

IN SILICO PPI NETWORK - THE INTEROLOG MAPPING

The interolog mapping method, used several times, in various organisms, can be describe as: if two interacting proteins (A’ and B’) have respective orthologous proteins (A and B) in another organism, than the orthologous pair also interacts (Sahu et al.
MOLECULAR INTERACTION ANALYSIS OF SPEF AND FTSZ BY DOCKING

This method has been applied to predict the interactions in organisms such as *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* (Liu et al. 2012), *Leishmania spp.* (Rezende et al. 2012), and mouse (Lo et al. 2015). This method was validated in previous work in which experimental and curated interactions from DIP database (Xenarios et al. 2000) were utilized as a gold standard and proven to work very well, archiving an area under curve (AUC) of 0.93, a specificity of 0.95, a sensitivity of at least 0.83 and a precision of 0.99 (Folador et al. 2014). Size and color (light to dark) of the nodes corresponds to the degree of interaction. Line color (branches) is the STRING score of the interaction (vl_pdbscore column in the supplementary material) on a red/yellow/green gradient scale. The lowest score is 0.40 (red color) and the highest is 1 (green color). Scores around 0.70 are in yellow color. Here, we used the interolog-mapping method to map orthologous interactions from public databases to nine strains of *C. pseudotuberculosis* biovar ovis. In the propose work, was used a partial interaction network of *C. pseudotuberculosis* of biovar ovis (Folador et al. 2014) and from the total of interaction for this work, a sub-network of the strain *C. pseudotuberculosis* 1002 was used, containing the interaction network for the analyzed proteins (FtsZ, SepF, ClpX and others). The additional file 1 provides the full web interactions while the additional file 2 is the sub-web just for the proteins associated with assembly and cell wall. Both can be found at the following link: http://www.lgcm.icb.ufmg.br/alberto/

MOLECULAR DOCKING

Crystal structure of FtsZ and SepF (PDB id- 1RLU and 3ZIH, respectively) were retrieved from Protein Data Bank (www.rcsb.org). The Table I lists the information about the identity and cover. The PDB structures were submitted to HEX tool (Macindoe et al. 2010). The parameters used for the docking process were correlation Shape+Dars, calculation de-vice-GPU, number of solutions-100, FFT mode -3D fast lite, grid dimension-0.6, receptor range-180, sampling method was Receptor Box, Post processing was Dars Energies, ligand range-180, twist range-360, distance range-40. HEX works on FFT correlation (Chandrajit et al. 2011) using spherical polar coordinates and Gaussian density representation of protein shape. The results were compared based on docking energy with a Etotal -508,45, Eshape -627,82 and Eforce 119,37. The structures were visualized through Pymol (www.pymol.org).

GENE EXPRESSION ANALYSIS

This analysis was performed as describe in the work (Pinto et al. 2014) published by our research group. The propose work describes the conditions experienced by the bacteria during host infection by sequencing transcripts (RNA-seq) using the SOLiD™ 3 Plus platform. This analysis was used in order to understand about the simultaneous transcription of specific genes as *ftsZ* and *sepF*, which could be associated to work together.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The PFS results help us to understand what kind of proteins participate in the cell division event. For the early divisome, four family protein were found: FtsZ, FtsK, FtsX and SepF. Some predicted proteins as the regulators for FtsZ, and those belong to the early divisome process, such as ZapA, ZapB, ZapC and ZapD (Donovan and Bramkamp 2014) were not found in our results. For the late divisome, FtsB (DivIC), FtsI (Pbp3), FtsQ and FtsW were

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>PDB</th>
<th>Query Cover</th>
<th>Identity</th>
<th>E-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1RLU</td>
<td></td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>1e-154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3ZIH</td>
<td></td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>8e-14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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found (Figure S3), with absence of FtsL and FtsN proteins. Some proteins involved in regulation of cytokinesis were also analyzed, and the following ones were found: MinD (ParA), ClpX and DivIVA.

The interactions observed from the PPI results for the cell division, present in more than 100 proteins that are shown in the predicted network (Figure 1), highlight the Filamenting temperature-sensitive (Fts) protein involved in cell division (Buss et al. 2015, Errington, et al. 2003, Lutkenhaus and Addinall 1997) and the Muramyl ligase (Mur) proteins, responsible for the biosynthesis of peptidoglycans (Zoeiby et al. 2003).

In the cytokinesis process, the FtsZ protein plays a central role in the formation of the cytoplasmic membrane ring constriction and, in the anchoring and recruitment of another protein sets related to the cell division process. As described, the initial step is made by the polymerization of the tubulin homolog protein FtsZ (Bi and Lutkenhaus 1991b) into a ring like structure, termed the Z-ring, forming a cytoskeletal scaffold recruiting other cell division proteins for the early division. There are works showing that FtsZ levels do not oscillate during the cell cycle, which means that the Z-ring assembly must be subjected to regulation (Weart and Levin...
A conserved protein, called ClpX has been shown to interact with FtsZ, consecutively, modulating the cell division. Some papers described that this protein is able to play a role as a chaperone, inhibiting Z-ring formation in an ATP hydrolysis (Weart et al. 2005). Other studies described it as a protein able to modulate FtsZ either through degradation of the FtsZ monomers and polymers (Camberg et al. 2009) or by disassembling its polymers (Sugimoto et al. 2010). We expect that ClpX also play when there is any DNA damage, since it is not expected that the mother cell share errors in the DNA sequence to daughter cells. Some evidences suggest that FtsA, by ZipA, is able to interact with and tether FtsZ rings to the membrane (Pichoff et al. 2012), starting the FtsZ ring formation and, thus, promoting the cell division process. However, some works show that SepF (YlmF) sequences are conserved in bacteria with absent to FtsA and ZipA sequences, and this protein has been demonstrated to be essential for cellular growth in Synechococcus elongates (Miyagishima et al. 2005), suggesting a functional relationship between FtsA and SepF. Our results did not show the presence of FtsA in Corynebacterium species, and only the SepF protein was found. One work (Ishikawa et al. 2006) suggested that SepF presents a critical role in cell division in FtsA-lacking bacteria (Ishikawa et al. 2006), where is possible, based in other recent works as well (Gupta et al. 2015), its function overlaps with FtsA. Analysing the sub-web of our ppi results, is clear the SepF is able to interact with FtsZ (figure 2). Based on our results and the ppi, we can infer this is a strong interaction due to the score value to be 0.96. In order to observe other ways to confirm these interactions between SepF and FtsZ, we made the in-silico protein-protein interaction by molecular docking. SepF structure is represented by 3ZIH and FtsZ 1RLU, both from PDB data base (Bernstein et al. 1978). Our results showed 10 interactions (Figure 2) between the amino acids from the two proteins, showed in Table II.

![Figure 2 - Sub web to SepF and FtsZ. The sub web to SepF shows the strong interaction between this protein with FtsZ. Looking on the supplementary material at column vl_pdbscore, the value is more than 0.9, which corresponds to a score based on experimental results.](image)

**Table II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amino acid of Ligant (3ZIH)</th>
<th>Amino acid of Receptor (1RLU)</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Chain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lys41</td>
<td>Asp44</td>
<td>1.7 Å</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lys41</td>
<td>Met42</td>
<td>3.2 Å</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arg89</td>
<td>Glu471</td>
<td>3.5 Å</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glu93</td>
<td>Arg515</td>
<td>2.3 Å</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glu96</td>
<td>Arg515</td>
<td>2.1 Å</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glu96</td>
<td>Glu588</td>
<td>1.8 Å</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>His100</td>
<td>Asp583</td>
<td>3.2 Å</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gly77</td>
<td>Asp582</td>
<td>3.3 Å</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thr78</td>
<td>Ser584</td>
<td>2.5 Å</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ser76</td>
<td>Asp583</td>
<td>3.1 Å</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It is possible to observe that the interaction happens in the slit of FtsZ structure.

In addition, it was possible to understand about the domains that interact with SepF. The tubulin domain that is found in all tubulin chains, as well as in the bacterial FtsZ family of proteins, and the C-terminal domain that is involved in polymer formation were analyzed in the structure. Our results indicated that the interaction between SepF and FtsZ happens with both ‘domains like’ as represented in figure 4.

FtsK is described as having an important role when some portions of the chromosome become trapped, forming homohexamers around DNA (Besprozvannaya and Burton 2014), on the wrong side of the division septum. When it happens, segregation at the division plane requires the aid of FtsK translocase, which translocates DNA into the correct cellular compartment. Some works have suggested that FtsB and FtsL (not observed in our results) have a structural role in the assembly of the divisome and they are able to form a higher-order oligomer (Gonzalez and Beckwith 2009, Robichon et al. 2011). However, the specific role of FtsB and FtsL are still not well understood. FtsW and FtsL (pbp3) are described to be associated, and are precursors of recruitment molecules for peptidoglycan synthesis (Mohammadi et al. 2011). It is worth noting the role of FtsW protein in nascent peptidoglycan transport to the outside of the plasma membrane. In the network, we could observe the presence of the proteins encoded by parA, parB and smc genes related to the chromosome partitioning process; Soj with ATPase activity and ScpA related to the condensation process; and the bacterial chromosome segregation during cytokinesis. The PPI results showed that FtsQ is able to connect with all these proteins (Fts) suggesting that it is a central protein in this step. In the network of Corynebacterium genus cell wall formation, these enzymes are mainly represented by MurABCDEFGI and mraY proteins, which are related to the synthesis of new multilayer peptidoglycans cell wall (Vollmer et al. 2008). These proteins mainly interact with FtsZ, showing that FtsZ serves as a support for these proteins to perform their activities accordingly.

Complementary approaches using PPI networks can be of great value to overcome the challenges related to the increasing number.
of resistant pathogenic bacteria to several current therapies. Thus, the organization and the connection between the network elements can help us in the identification and selection of new molecular targets for the development of more effective therapies. Currently, there are several compounds synthesized and directed to act in the inhibition of peptidoglycan synthesis and in cell division steps (Blaauwen et al. 2014). For example, compounds such as Fosfomycin (phosphomycin), 4-thiazolidinone and Phosphinic acid derivatives that act as inhibitors of MurA, MurB and MurCDEF respectively. In this case, the bacteria do not survive by not forming the peptidoglycan layers. Inhibitors directed to block the beginning of cell division by preventing the formation of the constriction ring has been explored and tested against FtsZ, as for example, the sanguinarine inhibitor that, although showing inhibitory activity, is not specific only to the target FtsZ (Blaauwen et al 2014). Therefore, further studies are needed to find more efficient and specific inhibitors and most promising targets against to several bacteria, especially to C. pseudotuberculosis, C. diphieriae, C. ulcerans or any other pathogenic species commonly studied.

The protein-protein interaction networks are an important tool for this purpose.

In our protein interaction map, it was not possible to observe the interactions between DivIVA and ParA in Corynebacterium, which is described to involve DNA separation process for the apical region of cell (Ginda et al. 2013). Otherwise, a homolog protein to DivIVA, called Arg84 that has 54% identity to it, presents interactions in Corynebacterium (Figure S4). In addition, it is possible that ParA interacts with other molecules, and is able to interact with Arg84, being from that, the DNA migration process occurs while daughter cells formation is performed. The interaction map also shows that possibly, while the DNA replication is occurring, the protein ParA is able to interact with DNA polymerase III subunit beta and with other proteins of origin of replication. It is possible that such event occurs in a dynamic way whereas DNA is replicated, since it is already directed towards the apical portion of the cell.

When performing the proteomic comparison, it was possible to observe the sequences of cell division and cell wall formation are close to each other in genome. The sequences of arg84, sepF, ftsZ, ftsQ appear close to the chromosome, following by two genes that act on cell wall formation murc and murG, after ftsW forming an operon. In the next, some proteins represented by murABCDEFGI and mraY genes appear ending the operon with ftsL. Thereby, we can suppose that all these sequences are expressed together, as we expected to occur during cytokinesis.

In order to improve the results obtained here, It was performed a C. pseudotuberculosis transcript analysis, reapplied in different environmental conditions. Was able to observe that even in conditions in the transcripts were statistically considered differently express (true), in the control in relation to the various conditions, the fold change value showed up near between the two genes ftsZ and sepF. Just in the condition of osmotic control was not considered differently express (false), in relation to the control (Table III). This control infers that possibly the genes ftsZ and sepF are transcript together. In the Figure S5, it is observed that the both genes are close (highlighted) which could suggest that they were sharing the same promoter.

In almost all conditions, the fold change value was below one, implying that the genes were repressed relative to the control. Only the sepF gene in the thermal stress condition presented a value slightly above one, which implies that the expression of the gene in relation to the control was practically the same. These results are in agreement with (Jozefczuk et al. 2010), who observed that the organism is usually able to adapt physiologically to a new environment when it reduces its replication, an attempt to survive the stress.
CONCLUSIONS

The proposed work explored information regarding the cell division by conserved proteins in *Corynebacterium* species, in order to obtain new findings as drug target to pathogenic species. Here, it was not possible to explore the information about the proteins involved in this process without discussing about the cell wall protein, which together make the Cytokinesis process to occur. It was explored how Z-ring filament occurs and how FtsZ - that means to be the main protein associated in this process - can interact with other proteins, specifically SepF. This work showed that *Corynebacterium* SepF has the same function than FtsA and the set of Zap’s proteins, suggesting that these proteins have homologous functions in bacteria. FtsZ has a vast amount of molecular interactions with proteins associated to the membrane, such as FtsQ, FtsW, FtsK and FtsI. As described in *E. Coli* and *B. subtilis*, proteins that enable the molecular anchoring of FtsZ to the membrane are FtsA and ZipA. However, such proteins are lacking in *Corynebacterium* species. We proposed that the FtsZ anchoring to the membrane is due to the interaction with the complex FtsQ-FtsW-FtsK-FtsI. Moreover, in the *Corynebacterium* species, the protein DivIVA is represented by Aarg38, which is able to conduct the genetic compartment to the right side on the divisome. In addition, the proposed work identified new proteins candidates as possible drug testing targets, which can be further used to control the manifestation of diseases associated to bacterial infections. Besides the information that was explored in the currently work, we present a set of proteins not usually explored in bacteria to explain the cell division using *in silico* and *in vitro* analysis.
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